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What is the reputation of the University?
Rankings, League Tables
Shanghai JiaoTong University Rankings










 21,000 titles from more than 5,000 international publishers
 20,000 peer-reviewed journals (incl. 2,600 OA journals)
 390 trade publications
 370 book series
 5.5M conference papers
 “Articles-in-Press”from 3,850 journals and publishers
Academic Search Engine Optimization 
(ASEO)
 International co-authors, large increase of citation count
 Publish in a journal covered by Scopus
 Include ResearcherID / ORCiD
 .
 .
 US$30,000 to CAS author accepted in major journals
Beel, J., Gipp, B. & Wilde, E. (2010). “Academic 
Search Engine Optimization (ASEO): Optimizing 
Scholarly Literature for Google Scholar & Co.” 
Journal of Scholarly Publishing, 41 (2): 176-190. 















Updated citation counts, profile and publication data 
flow into institutions
• Unique identifier for each researcher
• Researchers maintain control of information and privacy
• Current updated Web of Science citation counts into institutional repositories 
and systems
Institution automatically creates 
RID profiles







 Open Researcher & Contributor ID
The problem
The research community has lacked the ability to link 
researchers with their professional activities.
As a researcher, you want to
ensure your work is discoverable and connected 
to you throughout your career;
minimize the time you spend entering repetitive data 
online; and
eliminate name ambiguity, distinguishing you from 
other researchers and ensuring proper attribution.
How can ORCID help?
ORCID provides you a unique and persistent personal identifier 
that connects you and your research activities throughout your 
career.











What does an ORCID page look like?
Registration is free and fast
Registration is easy. Signing up for an ORCID iD only takes 
seconds. Then, enhance your ORCID record with your 
professional activities and begin to use your ORCID iD as 
you submit publications, apply for grants, and in any 
research workflow to ensure you get credit for your work.
You control the privacy
You determine what, how, and with whom the 
information in your ORCID record is shared.
For benefits to be realized…
Researchers must claim 
and use ORCID iDs
Research information 
processes and systems 
must embed ORCID 




• Funders are embedding 
ORCID identifiers in their 
grant submission systems  
and awardee databases
Universities
• Opportunities for 
integration with:
• Researcher profile 
systems
• Institutional repositories
• Grants & contracts
• HR systems




• Associations are 
integrating into 
membership renewal, 




• Publishers are integrating 
into manuscript submission 
and author/reviewer 
databases
• Repositories linking with 
deposition, search and 
updating
• Both are linking internal ID 
with ORCID record
Improve discoverability & reduce repetitive data entry
More than 100 organizations to date are working 












































updated 4 Dec 2013
Reduce time-consuming data entry & activity reporting
Reduce Manual Entry
Eliminate name ambiguity
Connect your ORCID iD
13
2. Connect your ORCID iD: manually add works
Associate your 
ORCID iD with 
ResearcherID
Exchange profile 
and/or publication data 
between ORCID and 
ResearcherID
2. Connect your ORCID iD: link to other identifiers






3. Use your iD: manuscript submission
3. Use your ORCID iD: linking to datasets
You can now link your 
ORCID iD with your 
data, enabling you to 
display your datasets in 
your ORCID profile. 
3. Use your iD: IR / CRIS Integration
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• Open, non-profit, community driven organization
• It’s free!
• You control privacy
• Maintain a single identifier that connects with other systems
• Get credit for ALL of your research
• iD follows you throughout your career
• Less time (re)entering data






(also remember our RAE)

The HKU Scholars Hub (The Hub)











- ACM Digital Library




Reputation, Identity, Impact 
Management
The first Step:






















Each object drives traffic to other linked 
objects
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